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SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Original.. 193 x 130 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A teen actress has to wonder: In the cutthroat world of
commercial modeling and acting, can a happy family be reality? On camera, it s easy to be part of
a perfect family: A director has hand-picked your parents after a week of callbacks, and the right
things to say are printed on cue cards. Off camera, reality is a bit more complicated. Cassie Herold
knows her parents are having problems. Her dad basically lives on the road and sees her more on
TV than he does in real life. Her mom, a math professor who would rather balance an equation
than get a manicure, is nothing like the energetic, perfectly groomed f.m. s (fake moms) she sees at
auditions for everything from snack cakes to energy water. If only Cassie could get her real life to be
a bit more like her commercial life, then maybe she could get a date with Rory Roberts--the cutest
boy in both the commercial and the real world. But will her family ever get back on track and be
picture perfect?.
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Reviews
This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher K oz ey
This pdf will never be straightforward to begin on looking at but really entertaining to read through. I really could comprehended everything out of this
composed e pdf. I am just very easily could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Dr . Ma llor y B a shir ia n Sr .
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